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Abstract

Intelligibility and fidelity are the two key notions in machine translation system evaluation, but do not
always provide enough information for system development. Detailed information about the type and
number of errors of each type that a translation system makes is important for diagnosing the system,
evaluating the translation approach, and allocating development resources. In this paper, we present a
fine-grained machine translation evaluation framework that, in addition to the notions ofintelligibility and
fidelity, includes a typology of errors common in automatic translation, as well as several other properties of
source and translated texts. The proposed framework is informative, sensitive, and relatively inexpensive to
apply, to diagnose and quantify the types and likely sources of translation error. The proposed fine-grained
framework has been used in two evaluation experiments on the LMT English-Spanish machine translation
system, and has already suggested one important architectural improvement of the system.

1 Introduction

Most current approaches to machine translation
(MT) system evaluation focus exclusively on the
translation quality notions ofintelligibility of the
translated text andfidelity of the translated text to
the source text,1 or use extensive taxonomies that
seek to accommodate the evaluation needs of mul-
tiple kinds of users in a variety of translation task
contexts (EAGLES, 1996; Hovyet al., 2002).

The existing approaches may thus be viewed as
either general and not particularly intended for rou-
tine use in MT system development, or not very in-
formative regarding the strengths and weaknesses in
a given system’s performance. As Reeder (2001)
puts it,“. . . the measurements have failed to meet the
desired properties of replicability, scalability and in-
formativeness for users and developers.”

In this paper we present a fine-grained evaluation
framework to improve that situation, particularly for
MT system development. The new framework as-
signs a multi-featuredevaluation vectorV to trans-

1 The related notions offluencyandadequacyare also com-
monly used; they are particular measures ofintelligibility andfi-
delity, respectively; see for example (White, 1995; LDC, 2002;
Doddington, 2001).

lation segments, documents, and ultimately the MT
system under evaluation. In addition to the quality-
related features of fidelity and intelligibility,V also
includes features for the types of errors most com-
mon in the translation task of interest, as well as sev-
eral properties of the source and translated texts.

The motivation for this work arose out of the need
to evaluate and document the performance of the
LMT English-Spanish (LMTES) machine transla-
tion system (McCord, 1989; McCord and Bernth,
1998), a transfer-based system whose main applica-
tion is Web page translation.

While there is a wide range of evaluation features
that could be selected (cf. the feature set of the ISLE
framework (ISLE, 2000)), we take the opportunis-
tic approach of Gdaniec (1999), and select features
that are informative and relevant for system develop-
ment, and a balance between the number of features
selected, their ease of measurement, and the overall
evaluation effort required.

Two particular evaluation features of the frame-
work, selected given our experience with the
LMTES system, are the number of translation errors
attributable to incorrect target lexical selections (TL)
and incorrect named entity translations (NE).



The framework currently assumes manual feature
evaluation using a prototype Web application, which
provides access to the source and target segments,
and optionally to the source syntactic analysis trees.
Despite the larger number of features involved, our
experience shows that the effort required for fine-
grained evaluations is only marginally higher than
the effort required to produce the translation qual-
ity score alone (fidelity plus intelligibility). Further-
more, each of the evaluation components is suscep-
tible to automation; cf. Papineni (2002) for automa-
tion of the quality score.

We have conducted two evaluation experiments
using the framework, involving approximately 1,500
segments and 21,000 words. The results have pro-
vided concrete development information, guiding
the areas where development work should be con-
centrated, and has already suggested one important
architectural improvement of the system.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents relevant previous work on MT evaluation;
Section 3 presents the fine-grained evaluation frame-
work; in Section 4 we present the results of applying
the new framework to the evaluation of the LMTES
translation system; lastly, in Section 5 we discuss
some extensions of this work, including options for
evaluation automation.

2 Previous Work on MT Evaluation

MT evaluation (MTE) has been an active field,
prompting some to suggest that MTE is better un-
derstood than MT itself (Wilks, 1994). Most prag-
matic approaches use primarily the translation qual-
ity notions offidelity andintelligibility of the trans-
lated text. That is especially true of the approaches
used in regularly scheduled MT evaluations, such as
(LDC, 2002) recently, and the DARPA MT evalua-
tions, from the mid-1990s (White, 1995).

European and U.S. agencies have funded devel-
opment of general MTE frameworks, as part of the
EAGLES (1996) and ISLE (2000) projects. Those
approaches build on previous work on software eval-
uation standards and take a comprehensive view of
MTE: They define two feature taxonomies, one re-
lating context of use to quality characteristics, and
the second quality characteristics to evaluation met-
rics (Hovy, 1999; Hovyet al., 2002).

The general frameworks need to be customized
and adapted for each particular use situation, and ap-
pear more directed towards one-time system evalu-
ations, than routine evaluation of one system in the
course of development work.

The component-based evaluation methodology of
Nyberget al (1994) refers to MT system structure
and uses fine-grained evaluation features. Their
method is “glass-box,” assuming access to system-
internal representations, and does not address trans-
lation errors, such as named entity errors, that have
now become prominent and we consider below.

Other recent work has explored the use of sim-
pler, easier-to-measure features and their correla-
tion with quality features like intelligibility and fi-
delity. For some multi-feature approaches to evalu-
ation, see (Reeder, 2001; Reederet al., 2001; Vanni
and Miller, 2001).

Finally, other recent work has proposed meth-
ods and tools for automatic or automated evaluation
(Nießenet al., 2000; Papineniet al., 2002).

Our fine-grained evaluation framework detailed in
the following section can be seen as one particu-
lar adaptation of a general MTE framework such as
ISLE for our purpose: MT evaluation that is sensi-
tive and informative for MT system development.

3 Fine-grained Evaluation Framework

Our fine-grained evaluation framework provides an
overall translation quality score at the segment, doc-
ument, and system levels, and concrete information
about the type and possible source of translation er-
rors on the system output. The particular setF
of evaluation features adopted reflects our interest
in evaluation of LMTES, a transfer-based system
whose main application is Web page translation.

3.1 Segment level evaluation components

At the segment levelwe include (i) a translation
quality score, as well as features to indicate possible
errors in (ii) source tokenization and segmentation,
(iii) handing of HTML tag markup, (iv) unknown
words, (v) source analysis, (vi) named entity trans-
lation, and (vii) lexical selection in the target lan-
guage, among others. We also found it important to
include a feature to indicate (viii) defects in the input



source segments (e.g., misspellings).2 On the output
side, we have features to indicate (ix) the grammati-
cality and (x) the style of the translated text.

Manual MT quality evaluations are expensive and
our framework is not intended to address that.3 One
goal of our framework, however, is that manual eval-
uation take not much longer than arriving at a trans-
lation quality score alone. Thus, to keep the evalua-
tion simple and fast, the type of the other features is
eitherbooleanor anintegercount of possible errors.

Table 1 shows the ten features and types selected
for evaluation vectors at the segment level.

Feature Description Type

Q Quality score [0–5]
IN INput segment error int
SEG SEGmentation error bool
TAG TAG (markup) error bool
UW UnknownWord int
NE NamedEntity error int
AN SourceANalysis error bool
TL TargetLexical error int
TG TargetGrammar error bool
TS TargetStyle error bool

Table 1: Segment Evaluation Features

Q: A 0–5 numeric score of segment translation
quality, with “0” lowest and “5” highest. This is
a combined measure ofIntelligibility and Fidelity,
which we adopted from previous LMT evaluations.
See the Appendix for the detailed meaning.

IN : The number of defects in the current input
segment. This feature is used to track what target
errors may be attributed to input defects. Typical in-
put defects are misspellings, bad grammar, etc.

SEG: “1” if there is a tokenization or segmenta-
tion problem for this segment; “0” otherwise. The
typical problem is the break up of a single sentence
into multiple segments.

TAG : “1” if there are (HTML) markup tag errors;
“0” otherwise. A typical error is wrong handling of
font change of hyperlink tags in the source.

2 This feature is required to trace what fraction of output
errors is caused by input, rather than system error.

3 Most manual evaluation effort is in arriving at the transla-
tion quality score, which alone requires reading the target, and
source and/or reference translations.

UW: The number of unknown words in the cur-
rent segment.

NE: The number of wrong analyses or trans-
lations of named entities (people, organizations,
places, etc.) in the input segment. A typical error is
literal, non-idiomatic translation of a named entity.

AN: “1” if the sourcesegment fails to parse (in-
complete) or gets an incorrect parse; “0” otherwise.
(Currently we focus on incomplete parses; parse cor-
rectness is evaluated in few cases only.)

TL : The number of incorrect lexical choices in the
translation of the current segment. Lexical transfer
problems are typically caused by defects in the bilin-
gual transfer lexicon, but may also be due to other
reasons, such as incorrect source analysis.

TG: “1” if the translated segment is ungrammat-
ical in the target language; “0” otherwise. Typi-
cal examples include lack of grammatical agreement
where required (e.g., Subject-Predicate), repeated
words (e.g., double articles), etc. We also include
incorrect, literal translation of idiomatic expressions
in this category (e.g., “he went broke”).

TS: “1” if the translated segment includes gram-
matical but non-idiomatic material in the target lan-
guage; “0” otherwise. This includes lexical choices
that do not collocate well in the target language,
wrong punctuation or capitalization, etc.

From the above error features, we define a
booleanerror featureE and anerror count feature
SE, useful for document and system level evaluation.

E: “1”, if any featureSEG, . . . , TS is non-zero;
“0” otherwise. This field is the logicalor of the last
eight features. Note thatIN is not included.

SE: The sum of the featuresSEG, . . . TS.
The features above were pragmatically selected

and the feature types have been kept simple to allow
for fast and consistent manual evaluation.

Most features assume a “black-box” view of the
system and are architecture-independent. The main
exception to this is the source analysis feature (AN),
which requires access to source analysis representa-
tions, and furthermore is geared towards a transfer-
based system such as LMT. FeaturesSEGandUW
may also require, in a few cases, access to system-
internal representations. The other seven features,
however, can be evaluated on the basis of the input
and output segments alone, and so are “glass-box”
and generically applicable to any MT system.



According to Table 1, a translated segment is al-
ways assigned a translation quality score and may be
marked as having one or more translation errors.

The evaluation feature set is

F = {Q, IN, SEG, TAG, UW, NE, AN, TL , TG, TS} (1)

and for eachi ∈ F , we usefi to denote the feature’s
value. More generally, we writefi, s, d, sys to denote
the value of featurei for segments in documentd,
as measured on systemsys.

The evaluation vector assigned to each segments
is then

Vs =< fi, s : for i ∈ F > (2)

Below we also writefi, d, sys andfi, sys to denote
the corresponding feature values at the document
and system levels.

3.2 Measurement criteria

The Appendix provides the criteria for assignment
of the LMT segment quality scoreQ. More detailed
presentation of the criteria for the other features is
beyond the scope of this paper.

3.3 Document level evaluation

At thedocument levelthe evaluation vector includes
the same set of features as the segment level evalua-
tion, plus the following two:

S: The number of segments in the document.
DE: The total number of errors in the document.
The document-level feature values are defined as

the mean of the corresponding segment-level fea-
tures. The total error numberDE is the sum of the
error countsSEfor the segments in the document:

fDE, d =
S∑

s=1

fSE, s, d (3)

The document quality score is taken as the fea-
tureQ, which is the arithmetic mean of the segment
scores, regardless of segment length.

3.4 System level evaluation

At the system levelthe evaluation vector consists of
the features from the document level evaluation, plus
the following one:

D: the number of documents used in the system
evaluation.

The system-level feature values are defined as the
weighted average of the corresponding document-
level features, where the weightwd for documentd
is given as the number of segments in the document,
divided by the total number of segments:

fi, sys =
D∑

d=1

wd · fi, d, sys (4)

where

wd =
fS, d∑D
j=1 fS, j

(5)

The final system quality score is taken as the
featureQ, which according to our definition is the
weighted average of the document scores.

4 Application of the Framework

We conducted two evaluation experiments on the
LMT English-Spanish translation system using the
above framework, with a corpus of approximately
1,500 segments and 21,000 words.

The experiments were designed to make an
LMTES diagnostic that would be useful for further
system development. Indirectly, we also were inter-
ested in testing the sensitivity and informativeness
of the evaluation framework.

In the first experiment, the selected corpus was
translated into Spanish with LMTES, taking as base-
line the version of November, 2002. In the second
experiment the system was further developed using
a small development subset of the first corpus; the
performance of the improved system was then mea-
sured on test and development corpora.

4.1 Evaluation corpus and system

We selected seven HTML documents from a vari-
ety of domains and document styles, with a total
of 1,516 segments and 20,946 words. The average
document length was 228 segments and the aver-
age segment length was 13.8 words. The document
sources included two U.S. government agencies, one
city agency, one university, one computer company,
one news source, and one Web technology reference.

The evaluations were conducted by two Spanish-
English bilinguals, with the source, source analysis
and translated segments, and with a field for each
segment evaluation feature.



To test actual system quality in the translation
task selected (Web page translation), we worked
with the source HTML documents, rather than pre-
segmented text files alone. This allowed us to
evaluate errors like segmentation and handling of
HTML markup, that wouldn’t be evaluated on pre-
segmented text files without markup.

4.2 Baseline evaluation experiment

In the first experiment the evaluation was done by
one evaluator according to the criteria defined.

The baseline system score was 3.41 on our 0 to
5 quality scale, with a standard deviation of 0.34.
The lowest document score was 2.9, and the highest
3.74. The total number of errors identified in the
evaluation was 2,278, or an average of 1.5 errors per
segment. Of the 1,516 segments evaluated 79%, or
1,192, had some kind of error.

Table 2 shows the percentage of segments per
quality score level, 0 to 5, in the baseline system.
22% of the segments had the top score of 5, while
the bulk (58%) had a score of 3 or lower, which ren-
ders them “informative” but with major translation
errors, in what is called agistingapplication.

Score Count %

5 340 22%
4 298 20%
3 489 32%
2 219 14%
1 69 5%
0 101 7%

Table 2: Baseline Translation Quality

Table 3 shows the error type distribution, as the
percentage of error segments for each error type.

The error type distribution shows that deficiency
in the bilingual transfer lexicon is the largest source
of errors. Named entity translation is another signif-
icant source.4 Note that the error sources are inter-
related, since a failure, for example, in named entity
parsing can lead to other analysis errors, and to tar-
get lexical and grammar errors.

4 LMTES uses multi-word expressions, and subgrammars
for numbers and time expressions, for the translation of named
entities. We included theNE feature in the evaluation frame-
work since named entity errors have a major effect on the intel-
ligibility and fidelity of the translation.

Error Type Count %

IN 11 1%
SEG 210 14%
TAG 141 9%
UW 85 6%
NE 208 14%
AN 149 10%
TL 678 45%
TG 611 40%
TS 223 15%

Table 3: Baseline Error Type Distribution

4.3 System development experiment

In the second experiment, we selected 120 segments
from the original corpus; in general, we selected the
top 20 to 30 segments from five of the source docu-
ments. The selected corpus had 1,752 words and an
average sentence length of 14.6. The shortest seg-
ment was 1 word, and the longest 39.

The goal of this experiment was to seek, in a prin-
cipled way and with a limited amount of develop-
ment effort, improvement on the translation of the
development corpus, by working separately on the
three major stages of the LMT translation process:
(1) Source tokenization, segmentation, and analysis,
(2) lexical transfer, and (3) syntactic transformation
and target output generation.

The improved system was evaluated again on the
development corpus and on an independent regres-
sion test corpus of 4,239 segments. For this experi-
ment, the evaluations were conducted by three eval-
uators, fluent English-bilinguals and native Spanish
speakers. The evaluator responses were averaged for
the integer-type features, and taken as majority vote
for the boolean-type features.

The experiment was designed to test the transla-
tion quality improvement that could be obtained by
working with the development corpus, and to mea-
sure the contribution that each stage can make to-
wards quality improvement.

The baseline system score was 3.37 on the 120
segment corpus subset. The score improvement
on the development corpus was+0.83 (score 4.2),
while on the test corpus it was+0.01.

Table 4 shows the distribution of segments per



each quality score level, 0 to 5, and the change in the
score distribution for the baseline system, the im-
proved system on the development corpus, and the
improved system on the test corpus.

Score Baseline Development Test

5 14% 46% 14%
4 14% 29% 15%
3 42% 21% 42%
2 24% 2% 23%
1 6% 1% 6%
0 0% 0% 0%

Table 4: Translation Quality Improvement

There is a significant improvement in translation
quality, as measured on the development corpus.
The percent of segments with the top score of 5 (high
quality) increased from 14% to 46%, while the per-
cent of segments with a score of 3 or lower (gist
quality) was reduced from 58% to 25%.

Therelevantsystem quality improvement (that is,
testing on unseen data) obtained in this experiment,
however, was positive but not significant. On the
regression test corpus only 136 of 4,239 segments
changed; 74% of the segment score changes were
positive.5

Table 5 shows the distribution of segment trans-
lation errors, per error type, using the percentage of
the total number of segments for each error type.

4.4 Results analysis

Certain types of errors, such as unknown words
(UW) and named entities (NE), at least in a closed
development corpus, can easily be eliminated com-
pletely or nearly so.

Errors in target lexical selection (TL) can also
be reduced substantially, e.g., from 60% to 10%,
but are much more difficult to eliminate completely.
LMT, for example, works on individual sentences
and there is no general inter-sentential context for

5 The high score improvement testing on development data
and the small improvement on the test data are not surprising,
given the very small size of the development corpus. The result
shows the difficulty of achieving general MT quality improve-
ments, and the importance of working with large development
corpora, focusing on error types with the most impact.

Our interest in this experiment was to test the sensitivity and
informativeness of the fine-grained evaluation framework.

Error Type Baseline Development

IN 2% 2%
SEG 11% 1%
TAG 6% 3%
UW 11% 0%
NE 19% 1%
AN 23% 3%
TL 60% 10%
TG 59% 29%
TS 37% 42%

Table 5: Error Type Distribution and Improvement

word sense disambiguation,6 so some words cannot
be reliably translated.7

In the development experiment the effort on fully
improving the grammatically of the translations
(TG) was limited, so in that category the reduction
in error rate is not as dramatic as with the previous
error categories.

Finally, it may seem paradoxical that the number
of style errors in the target text (TS) was not re-
duced in the development experiment, but instead
increased. The percentage of segments with style
error went up from 37% to 42%. That is an artifact
of our evaluation criteria, where style errors are not
(necessarily) marked on a translated segment if there
are much more serious defects in the segment, such
as a failed source analysis or altogether a lack of
translation. In those cases, no style error is marked.

The larger number of style errors in Table 5 is a
reflection of the overall improvement in translation
quality, so that it becomes meaningful to evaluate
segment translations according to style.

4.5 Web-based MT Evaluation Application

Our framework has been implemented as a Web-
based XML application, which can dynamically
generate Web forms with the required input boxes
from MT system outputs. One major advantage of a

6 There is a mechanism to activate one or more given “sub-
ject areas” for an entire text, which can be used to control lexical
selection and translation. However, that is not sufficient for full
word sense disambiguation.

7 An example is the sentence “Runners in dark shades and
earth tones, that’s all anyone wants, . . . ”, where the sense of
“runners” refers torug runners, but that is clear only from the
larger context of the news article.



Web application is that it can be widely accessible,
with minimal client software and data requirements;
only a recent browser (IE-6) is required.

5 Future work

We plan to explore the correlation between the dif-
ferent subsets of features in our evaluation vectors.
This is similar to other work, for example, study-
ing the correlation between translation quality and
named entity translation (Reederet al., 2001).

The detailed LMTES evaluation results of the new
framework provide an indication of the areas of de-
velopment most needed on the translation system,
and their relative importance. One such area is im-
proved translation of named entities; in the devel-
opment experiment the incidence is in 19% of seg-
ments, and the score impact is between -1 and -2
points each time. We are addressing that problem
in separate work, using a pipelined NLP processing
model where named entities are identified and trans-
lated in a separate, prior stage to general translation.

Our evaluation also shows that error correction of
the input (e.g., spelling and grammar correction) is
not an important issue for the present (Web page)
translation task; that would be more relevant in other
tasks, such as chat or email translation.

An important area of work is automation of the
evaluation framework. We are currently incorporat-
ing the BLEU measure (Papineniet al., 2002) for es-
timation of segment and document translation qual-
ity. Furthermore, we expect unigram precision to
show high correlation with target lexical error (TL),
and statistical target language models to be useful in
assessing target grammar and style (TG, TS).

Similarly, the unknown word (UW) and source
analysis (AN) features can be automated using the
trace options of LMT. Evaluation of other features
could be sped up by using Bernth’s (1999) Transla-
tion Confidence Index and selecting for human eval-
uation only segments with low confidence.

Finally, we expect that the setF of evaluation fea-
tures in our framework will be modified as needed
to fit the characteristics of the system under evalua-
tion and the translation task. Some features in this
work, most notably source analysis (AN), are geared
towards a transfer-based system such as LMT. How-
ever, most features are architecture-independent, as-

sume a “black-box” view of the system, and so are
generically applicable for MT (White, 1995).

6 Conclusion

The fine-grained evaluation framework developed in
this paper is a powerful new tool for MT system de-
velopment. The detailed information it provides of
translation quality, types and likely sources of trans-
lation errors, and their incidence in a given auto-
matic translation task, is useful for MT system di-
agnosis and development planning, to better allocate
development resources.

The proposed evaluation framework can be seen
as one particular instantiation of a general frame-
work, such as ISLE. The results of the evaluation
experiments have confirmed the importance of con-
tinued development of the bilingual transfer lexicon
and indicated the need for more accurate translation
of named entities, which is addressed in an archi-
tectural improvement to the LMT system currently
being implemented.
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Appendix: LMT translation quality scale

Score definitions and criteria for “Intelligibility of
Target Text” and “Fidelity to Source Text.”8

Score Criteria

5 The translated sentence is perfectly
intelligible and correctly reflects the
meaning of the original.

4 There are one or two minor syntacti-
cal, lexical or grammatical mistakes
in the translation, but the target sen-
tence is mostly intelligible and mostly
reflects the meaning of the source.

3 There are one or two major or three
or four minor syntactical, lexical or
grammatical mistakes in the transla-
tion compromising the intelligibility
of target and fidelity to source.

2 Most of the translation is not intelligi-
ble and/or true to the original.

1 The translated sentence is completely
garbled and not intelligible at all.

0 The source sentence was not trans-
lated OR the translation is mostly in-
telligible, but in large part does not re-
flect the meaning of the original (se-
vere mistranslation).

Table 6: LMT Translation Quality Scale

8The scale and evaluation criteria were created by Marga
Taylor for a previous LMT evaluation.


